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About
Sony Interactive Entertainment (SIE) is 
a leader in the video games industry, 
offering an assortment of acclaimed 
video games, consoles & accessories. 

• Cross-specialist networks, 
hypermarket stores & specialized 
outlets across France

• Users: Regional Field Managers & 
external salesforce

Every day at SIE, Regional Field Managers and an external 
salesforce travel across France to connect with in-store 
teams and implement the brand’s marketing, 
merchandising and sales directives in each point of sale.

• Aligning efforts across a geographically dispersed 
team was paramount during product launches like 
the PlayStation 4 blockbuster series Uncharted, which 
represented 10% of Sony’s revenue.

• The wholesale teamneeded flexibility to increase 
compliance, both satisfying retailer constraints and 
maintaining positive business relationships.

• There was no way for the Field Team to update or 
communicate news about campaigns, merchandising 
assets or objectives to meet strategic benchmarks.

However, it was difficult for SIE to strategically 
align and adapt operations to the needs of each 
Sony PlayStation retailer, as each had different 
operating processes – from supply chain flows 
to trade marketing strategies and animations.

“We have a highly responsive 
business and need to be in a 
position to quickly modify 
campaign details based on 
customer feedback. SimpliField is a 
user-friendly way to make us more 
agile and successful.”

LaurentBichard
Sales Development Manager

Sony x
SimpliField
Monitoring strategic 
product launches across a 
large wholesale network 



Solutions
Communicate: The SimpliField mobile app fostered collaboration in real-time across the organization. 
Managers could update campaigns instantly, targeting specific stores. Field Teams could get a clear view 
of compliance and take merchandising decisions  quickly thanks to photos, videos, and feedbacks.
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Operate: SimpliField empowered agile teamwork, performance and execution. Digital reporting 
replaced wasteful and redundant processes involving paperwork, email chains and Excel sheets – from 
training events to product displays and operational status reports.
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Analyze: SimpliField aligned teams on actionable, meaningful data. With both qualitative and 
quantitative data consolidated in a single dashboard, Managers could access relevant KPIs on product 
launches and align everyone on the right targets.
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Results
• Increased team efficiency: digital reporting and instant 

communications on the mobile app left more time to 
focus on sales and business relationship management.

• Increased visibility, even during busy product 
launches: Managers could access real-time field 
insights consolidated in a single dashboard for more 
efficient decision-making.

• Increased compliance: thanks to photos, videos and 
feedback on merchandising implementation.

“SimpliField’s solution is a 
significant asset for wholesalers 
like us. Not having to train each 
new user – thanks to the tool’s
simplitcity and user-friendliness
– is a highly appreciated time-
saver for our management 
team.”

LaurentBichard
Sales Development Manager


